
  Etched Brass Brakes Type J 
Lancashire & Yorkshire twin wagon 
 
S1: Identify the parts 

  
Fig S1: Layout of type J brake gear fret. 
If fitting these parts to a 51L wagon kit, please refer to the drawing supplied before assembly. 
 
S2: Form the brake lever guide.  
We suggest the folding sequence below: 
 

 
Take care as the component is very delicate and prone to breakage if over or misfolded. All folds are 90º 
except fold 1 which is 180º. Before making fold 1, widen the half-etched slot with the edge of a needle file. To 
make the fold, place the deep end of part A vertically in the widened slot and carefully raise the two sides of 
the guide with the end of a scalpel blade. Do not put any pressure around the bottom etched hole, as this may 
cause the guide to fracture. For fixing, drill a 0.65mm hole approximately 2mm from the top of the solebar 
some 5mm from the buffer beam. 
 
 
S3: Fit rear support “V” 
Bend interior “V” (A) to give a 90º angle between the vertical and floor sections. Using the hole in the brake 
shoes as a guide, attach the “V” to the floor plate, packing as required to ensure the “V” hole is at the correct 
height. Use brass wire as an alignment jig. For the 51L diagram 36 timber wagon, the front face of the “V” 
should be 7mm from the rear face of the solebar. 
 
S4: Fit front “V” 
Fix the front “V” (B) to the front of the solebar such that the boss is on the front, AND in line with the rear 
support “V”. Again, use brass wire as an alignment jig to ensure position and height. 
 
S5: Form brake safety loops 
Bend the safety loops and fix them 1mm from the brake shoes. 
 
S6: Form the brake lever. 
Using a pair of fine nosed pliers, or similar, bend to match the prototypical shape of the lever. Refer to 
photographs or illustrations for reference. The lever bends outwards then is straight and then bends sharply to 

clear around the axle box and lastly has a bend at the end to form a handle. The lever continues beyond the 
buffer beam by approximately 2mm. 
 
 

 
 
Fig F1 –Finished assembly. The rear “V” is shown adjacent to solebar. For the LYR twin wagon this should be 
some 7mm from the solebar! And for all wagons, the brake lever should go through the slot in the guide, and 
not be resting on top of it! 
 
 
The 51L range: 
A wide range of wagons, vans and carriages are produced in white metal or etched brass for the British outline 
4mm modeller working in 00, EM and P4. The range includes: 
 
British Railways 
Caledonian Railway 
Cambrian Railways 
Furness Railway 
Glasgow and South Western Railway 
Great Central Railway 
Highland Railway 
Hull & Barnsley Railway 
Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway 
London and North Western Railway 
Midland Railway 
North British Railway 
North Eastern Railway 
 
 
Wizard Models 
The online shop for the railway modeller. 
 
Fully searchable product pages, many items illustrated, secure payment. 
See: 
www.wizardmodels.ltd  
 
 
51L is part of Wizard Models Limited, PO Box 70, BARTON upon HUMBER DN18 
5XY 
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A: Rear support “V” (2 off) 
B: Front “V”, with raised boss & bolt 
detail. (2 off) 
C Brake lever guide (2 off) 
D: Brake lever (2 off) 
E: Brake shoe safety strap (4 off) 

A: Solebar 
B: Rear support “V” 
C: Front “V”, with raised boss & bolt detail.  
D: Brake lever 
E: Brake lever guide 
 


